Although researchers have long hypothesized a relationship between attention and anxiety, theoretical and empirical accounts of this relationship have conflicted. We attempted to resolve these conflicts by examining relationships of attentional abilities with responding to predictable and unpredictable threat -related but distinct motivational process implicated in a number of anxiety disorders. Eighty-one individuals completed a behavioral task assessing efficiency of three components of attention -alerting, orienting, and executive control (Attention Network Test -Revised). We also assessed startle responding during anticipation of both predictable, imminent threat (of mild electric shock) and unpredictable contextual threat. Faster alerting and slower disengaging from non-emotional attention cues were related to heightened responding to unpredictable threat, whereas poorer executive control of attention was related to heightened responding to predictable threat. This double dissociation helps to integrate models of attention and anxiety and may be informative for treatment development.
Introduction
Researchers have long posited a relationship between attention and anxiety (e.g., Daly, Vangelisti, & Lawrence, 1989; Masters & Johnson, 1970; Wine, 1971) . Although a large literature indicates that anxiety is associated with biased attention towards emotional (i.e., threat-related) stimuli (Bar-Haim, Lamy, Pergamin, Bakermans-Kranenburg, & van IJzendoorn, 2007) , it is not clear whether and in what way anxiety is related to general attention to non-emotional stimuli. Better characterizing the latter relationship has the potential to improve our understanding of anxiety disorder etiology and has implications for treatments such as attention bias modification and cognitive remediation.
One prominent model posits that attention consists of three processes -alerting, orienting, and attentional control -subserved by separable but interacting brain networks (Petersen & Posner, 2012; Posner & Petersen, 1990) . Alerting consists of vigilance and response readiness -either tonic (i.e., sustained over long periods) or phasic (i.e., a temporary increase in readiness in response to a warning signal). The alerting network consists of the locus coeruleus and its noradrenergic projections to widespread cortical and subcortical regions (Fan, McCandliss, Fossella, Flombaum, & Posner, 2005; Marrocco, Witte, & Davidson, 1994; Petersen & Posner, 2012) . Orienting consists of selection or prioritization of some sensory inputs over others for processing. Orienting includes both engaging attention with selected input and disengaging from previously attended input. Engaging is subserved by a dorsal orienting network including superior parietal lobule and frontal eye fields, whereas disengaging is subserved by a ventral orienting network including temporoparietal junction and middle and inferior frontal gyri (Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Petersen & Posner, 2012) . Finally, attentional control (or executive control of attention) is the effortful process of allocating attention in the face of competing or conflicting demands, such as when a habitual, automatic, or otherwise dominant response to a stimulus must be withheld to attend to an alternative stimulus. This component of attention is closely linked to emotion regulation and other self-regulatory abilities (Posner & Rothbart, 2013; Zelazo & Cunningham, 2007) . Attentional control is subserved by cingulo-opercular and frontoparietal networks, in which the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC), respectively, play key roles (Matsumoto & Tanaka, 2004; Petersen & Posner, 2012) .
Most research on attention and anxiety has examined differences in how anxious people attend to threat-related or other emotional stimuli -a form of emotional or ''hot" cognition (Metcalfe & Mischel, 1999) . This research indicates that individuals with anxiety disorders or high trait anxiety demonstrate biased attention towards threat cues, particularly when these cues are presented briefly or subliminally (Bar-Haim et al., 2007; Mathews & MacLeod, 2005) . This bias may result from facilitated engaging with threat, impaired disengaging from threat, or both (Armstrong & Olatunji, 2012; Yiend, 2010) .
These findings are most frequently interpreted as indicating that, because anxious individuals are preoccupied with threat, their attention systems prioritize threat cues for faster and longer processing. However, attention bias findings could also reflect that anxiety is associated with broader differences in how attention networks function, even in processing non-emotional stimuli (Bishop, 2009) . That is, anxious individuals may engage with threat cues more quickly and dwell on them for longer not only because these cues are more salient for them, but also because they attend more quickly to or disengage more slowly form all salient cues, regardless of emotional content. Anxious individuals may also have diminished ability to inhibit automatic attention towards salient cues (i.e., diminished attentional control). Indeed, the relationship between anxiety and biased attention to threat is more pronounced in individuals with low self-reported attentional control (Bardeen & Orcutt, 2011; Derryberry & Reed, 2002) . In line with these possibilities, several more recent theories propose relationships between anxiety and aspects of general, non-emotional, or ''cold" attention. These theories also specify how anxiety is related to different attention networks, whereas the tasks used in ''hot" attention bias studies generally cannot cleanly separate effects due to alerting, orienting, and attentional control.
These theories are broadly consistent in predicting that trait anxiety is associated with abnormalities in attentional control, but differ in their predictions regarding orienting and alerting. Specifically, Eysenck and colleagues' attentional control theory (Eysenck & Derakshan, 2011; Eysenck, Derakshan, Santos, & Calvo, 2007) posits that trait anxiety causes less efficient attentional shifting (i.e., orienting) and distractor inhibition (i.e., attentional control) as processing demands increase. Bishop (2009) , based on Lavie's (2000 Lavie's ( , 2005 load theory of selective attention, also maintains that anxiety is associated with poorer attentional control, but during conditions of low perceptual load. Sylvester et al. (2012) propose that anxiety is associated with increased functioning of the cingulo-opercular network and reduced functioning of the fronto-parietal network (both associated with executive control of attention), as well as increased functioning of the ventral attention network (associated with orienting and stimulus-driven alerting). According to their account, anxious individuals detect and orient towards task-irrelevant stimuli more easily due to overactivity of the ventral attention network. They are also less able to inhibit these alerting and orienting responses due to dysfunction in executive control networks. Thus, all three of these models predict that individuals high in anxiety will demonstrate poorer attentional control. Their predictions regarding anxiety's relationship with orienting are more divergent: Eysenck's model predicts poorer orienting, Sylvester's predicts enhanced orienting and alerting, and Bishop makes no prediction.
Consistent with these predictions, a number of studies have reported that trait anxiety and anxiety disorders are associated with lower self-reported attentional control (Armstrong, Zald, & Olatunji, 2011; Reinholdt-Dunne, Mogg, & Bradley, 2013) and less efficient performance on behavioral measures of attentional control (Bishop, 2009; Pacheco-Unguetti, Acosta, Callejas, & Lupianez, 2010; Pacheco-Unguetti, Acosta, Marqués, & Lupiáñez, 2011) . However, this relationship has not been universally observed. Some studies have reported that trait anxiety or related constructs (e.g., behavioral inhibition) are not associated with attentional control, and have instead reported relationships with orienting (Garner, Attwood, Baldwin, & Munafò, 2012; Moriya & Tanno, 2009; Tull, Maack, Viana, & Gratz, 2012) or alerting (Dennis, Chen, & McCandliss, 2008; Garner et al., 2012) .
All of these studies examined relationships of attention with self-reported anxiety or similar traits. This raises two potential explanations for the inconsistency of findings. First, trait anxiety and related concepts are broad, heterogeneous constructs; it may be that different subcomponents of trait anxiety are related to attention in different ways, producing inconsistencies in the literature. Focusing on more specific affective processes that underlie broad trait anxiety may clarify this issue. Second, cognition and self-report are relatively distal levels of analysis, making it difficult to consistently find relationships between them (Kendler, 2005; Lilienfeld, 2007) . More robust relationships may be found by examining constructs at a level of analysis more proximal to cognition, such as psychophysiology.
To address both of these concerns, the present study examined two well-validated motivational processes underlying broad trait anxiety -sensitivity to predictable, certain, imminent harm (often labeled ''fear"), and sensitivity to unpredictable, uncertain, contextual threat (often labeled ''anxiety," Barlow, 2000; Davis, 2006; Davis, Walker, Miles, & Grillon, 2010; Gray & McNaughton, 2000; Grillon, 2002) . These processes are often assessed by measuring eye blink acoustic startle response during anticipation of cued (i.e., predictable) and uncued (i.e., unpredictable) aversive stimuli, respectively (Schmitz & Grillon, 2012) . Phasic responding to predictable threat cues is subserved by a circuit including the medial central amygdala (CeA) and projecting primarily to the hypothalamus and brainstem nuclei. Tonic responding to unpredictable threat contexts is subserved by a circuit including the lateral bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST) and lateral CeA (Alvarez, Chen, Bodurka, Kaplan, & Grillon, 2011; Davis, 2006; Davis et al., 2010; Somerville et al., 2013) .
In addition to their unique neuroanatomical correlates, the discriminant validity of these processes is supported by their differential response to pharmacological challenge (Grillon et al., 2015; Grillon et al., 2006; Moberg & Curtin, 2009 ) and differential familial/genetic associations (Nelson et al., 2013; Sarapas et al., 2012) . Most importantly, the two processes have discriminant validity for different forms of psychopathology. Exaggerated responding to predictable threat has been associated with specific phobia (McTeague, Lang, Wangelin, Laplante, & Bradley, 2012) and suicidality (Ballard et al., 2014) , whereas exaggerated responding to unpredictable threat is associated with posttraumatic stress disorder (Grillon et al., 2009) . Given their unique physiological mechanisms and clinical correlates, examination of these two motivational processes may clarify whether different aspects of attention are related to different psychopathology-related processes and outcomes. Indeed, several lines of evidence suggest that predictable vs. unpredictable threat responding may be differentially related to components of attention.
First, the processes are relevant to situations with somewhat different cognitive demands. Unpredictably threatening contexts require sustained vigilance for potential danger and the ability to rapidly detect and orient towards danger when it appears.
Therefore, individual differences in attentional abilities that promote vigilance (i.e., alerting and orienting) may be associated with responding to unpredictable threat. In contrast, these abilities may be less relevant when stressors are predictable, as the reliable information about the timing and location of stressors make sustained vigilance unnecessary. Instead, predictable stressors afford individuals the opportunity to make effortful preparatory responses such as emotion regulation, self-distraction, or reappraisal (Imada & Nageishi, 1982; Perkins, 1955 Perkins, , 1968 Sheppes, Suri, & Gross, 2015) . Given that executive control of attention is closely linked to emotion regulation (Petersen & Posner, 2012; Posner & Rothbart, 2013; Zelazo & Cunningham, 2007) , this aspect of attention may be more closely related to responding to predictable threat.
Second, these differential relationships are supported by structural and functional connectivity studies. For example, locus coeruleus and other noradrenergic nuclei (important for alerting) send strong noradrenergic projections to the BNST (important for unpredictable threat responding; Stamatakis et al., 2014) . Animal studies indicate that stress increases norepinephrine levels in the lateral BNST, whereas norepinephrine receptor blockade in this region abolishes anxiety-like behavior following stress (Cecchi, Khoshbouei, Javors, & Morilak, 2002) . This evidence supports a link between (norepinephrine-mediated) alerting and (BNSTmediated) unpredictable threat sensitivity.
The inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) is a major component of the ventral orienting network. The IFG is important for making go/no-go decisions in ambiguous situations once a certain ''set point" of probability is reached. For example, in ambiguously threatening contexts, IFG downregulates activity in the extended amygdala via activation of ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), 3 but only once the probability of safety reaches a certain threshold (Cha et al., 2016 ; also see Bach, Seymour, & Dolan, 2009 ). The level of this ''set point" appears to vary between individuals (e.g., anxious individuals require greater certainty that a context is safe before IFG triggers amygdala downregulation, Cha et al., 2016) . The involvement of the IFG in both attentional disengaging and sensitivity to ambiguous or unpredictable threat supports a link between these two processes.
The major neural substrates of executive control of attentionthe ACC and dlPFC -are reliably associated with emotion regulation (Beauregard, Lévesque, & Bourgouin, 2001; Bush, Luu, & Posner, 2000; Ochsner, Bunge, Gross, & Gabrieli, 2002) and show connectivity with the amygdala (Eden et al., 2015; Johansen-Berg et al., 2008; Quaedflieg et al., 2015) . However, there is little research on whether these structures have differential connectivity with fear vs. anxiety-related subregions of the amygdala and BNST. Thus, imaging research generally supports a connection between attentional control and defensive responding to threat, but is less informative regarding whether this relationship is specific to responding to predictable vs. unpredictable threat.
Based on this conceptual and neuroanatomical evidence, the present study investigated relationships among individual differences in three aspects of attention (i.e., alerting, orienting, and executive control of attention, as measured by the Attention Network Test -Revised [ANT-R]; Fan et al., 2009 ) and two aspects of threat responding (i.e., to unpredictable and predictable threat, as measured by startle potentiation during the No Shock-PredictableUnpredictable [NPU] task; Schmitz & Grillon, 2012) . We predicted that greater startle potentiation to unpredictable threat would be associated with faster alerting as well as greater orienting (i.e., faster engaging, slower disengaging, or both). We also hypothesized that greater executive control of attention would be associated with attenuated threat responding, and tentatively predicted that this relationship would be stronger for predictable than for unpredictable threat responding.
As a secondary analysis to evaluate the clinical relevance of our findings, we examined whether defensive responding was associated with self-reported anxiety or intolerance of uncertainty (IU, a transdiagnostic risk factor for anxiety disorders; Carleton, 2012) . We also examined whether self-report measures had direct or indirect effects on components of attention.
Material and methods

Participants
Sample characteristics are presented in Table 1 . Participants were 81 undergraduate students who participated to fulfill a course requirement. All participants were right-handed, and none had a history of head injury with greater than 30 s loss of consciousness. Ninety-five participants were initially enrolled. Eight participants were excluded for providing unusable startle data. Six participants whose startle data (n = 4) or attention data (n = 2) fell more than 3 SDs from the mean were also excluded, yielding the final sample of 81. In addition, one participant responded inaccurately to items embedded in self-report questionnaires to check for random responding (e.g., ''Please select 'very characteristic of me' for this item"), and was therefore excluded from secondary analyses of questionnaire data. Excluded and included participants did not differ on fear-or anxietypotentiated startle, aspects of attention, or self-report questionnaires. All participants provided informed consent.
Measures and procedure
After informed consent, participants completed the NPU threat task, the ANT-R, and questionnaires in a randomized counterbalanced order. To minimize effects of fatigue, participants were given a short break after each task.
Attention Network Test -Revised
The ANT-R (Fan et al., 2009; Fig. 1 ) is a computerized behavioral task assessing efficiency of alerting, orienting, and executive control of attention. The primary scores generated by the task have shown acceptable retest reliability (Fan, McCandliss, Sommer, Raz, & Posner, 2002) . The task was administered using E-Prime 2.0 Professional (Psychology Software Tools, Sharpsburg, PA). Participants were seated approximately 18 in. from a 19-in. computer monitor. Instructions for the ANT-R were presented on the computer, followed by a block of practice trials.
The task is described in detail elsewhere (Fan et al., 2009 ). Briefly, a fixation cross with boxes on each side is displayed continuously throughout each block. During each trial, an arrow pointing right or left appears in either the right or left box for 500 ms, flanked by four additional arrows pointing in the same or opposite direction. Participants are instructed to indicate the direction of the central arrow as quickly and accurately as possible.
The task consists of 288 trials. During 48 trials, the boxes on both sides of the screen flash for 100 ms before the target array appears (double cue), which allows measurement of the degree to which the participant benefits from temporal alerting cues. During another 48 trials, no cues are presented before target onset, which provides a comparison condition for the alerting effect.
During the remaining 192 trials, the box on one side of the screen flashes before the target appears (spatial cue). For 144 of these trials, the box flashes on the same side of the screen as the target it precedes (valid cue), whereas for the other 48 of trials, the box flashes on the opposite side (invalid cue). This allows measurement of (1) the speed with which the participant engages with valid spatial cues and (2) the ease with which the participant is able to disengage from invalid spatial cues.
Finally, in 144 trials, the arrows flanking the central arrow point in the same direction as the central arrow (e.g., > > > > >; congruent), whereas for the other 144 of trials, the flanker arrows point in the opposite direction (e.g., < < > < <; incongruent). This allows measurement of the degree to which the participant can inhibit conflicting information when responding -an indicator of executive control of attention. The task lasts approximately 30 min.
Scores for efficiency of alerting, engaging, disengaging, and executive control of attention were computed based on reaction times during each condition as described by Fan et al. (2009) . Trials for which participants responded inaccurately were excluded. Scores for disengaging and executive control of attention were multiplied by À1 so that higher values indicate more efficient performance for all four aspects of attention.
2.2.2.
No Shock-Predictable-Unpredictable (NPU) threat task 2.2.2.1. NPU task. All stimuli for the NPU task were administered using PSYLAB (Contact Precision Instruments, London, United Kingdom) and startle data were acquired using NeuroScan 4.4 (Compumedics, Charlotte, NC). The task was modeled after the NPU threat task described by Schmitz and Grillon (2012) with modifications as previously described (Nelson, Bishop, Sarapas, Kittles, & Shankman, 2014; Sarapas et al., 2014) .
Briefly, the task included three conditions -no shock (N), predictable shock (P), and unpredictable shock (U). A 6 s countdown (CD) was displayed five times within each 90 s condition. During the N condition, no shocks were delivered. During the P condition, participants received a 400 ms shock to their left wrist when the countdown reached 1, making the shock completely predictable. During the U condition, shocks could occur at any time, including when the countdown was not on the screen (i.e., during ISIs). During each condition, text was continuously displayed at the bottom of the screen indicating ''no shock," ''shock at 1," or ''shock at any time."
Acoustic startle probes were delivered during countdowns and ISIs across all conditions. Each of the 3 conditions included 16 startle probes (8 each during countdowns and ISIs). Startle response was recorded from two electrodes placed over the orbicularis oculi muscle below the right eye. The NPU task lasted nine minutes. To ensure equality in perceived shock aversiveness, the level of shock intensity was ideographically set for each participant at a level Note. ANT-R = Attention Network Test -Revised; NPU = Neutral-predictable-unpredictable.
they described as ''highly annoying but not painful" (Grillon, Baas, Lissek, Smith, & Milstein, 2004; Rollman & Harris, 1987) . The maximum shock level a participant could achieve was 5 mA. The mean shock level in the present sample was 2.4 mA (SD = 1.5 mA). After the task, participants rated their level of ''nervousness/anxiety" during the countdowns and ISIs for each condition on 7-point Likert scales ranging from 1 (Not at all) to 7 (Extremely).
Physiological data processing.
Startle eyeblink responses were scored according to published guidelines (Blumenthal et al., 2005) . After exclusion of missing blinks, each cell included from 3 to 8 blinks (M = 7.3, SD = 0.9). We conducted analyses using both blink magnitude (i.e., including values of 0 for non-response trials) and amplitude (i.e., non-response trials not included). Results presented below are based on amplitude, although results for magnitude were similar. Amplitude-and magnitude-derived potentiation scores were correlated at r = 0.94 (predictable threat) and r = 0.97 (unpredictable threat). Predictable threat potentiation was defined as startle amplitude during P countdowns minus amplitude during N countdowns. Unpredictable threat potentiation was defined as average amplitude during U ISIs and countdowns minus average amplitude during N ISIs and countdowns. Analyses examining N and U condition countdowns and ISIs separately, rather than averaging them, yielded comparable results. 2.2.3.2. Intolerance of Uncertainty Scale-12. The Intolerance of Uncertainty Scale -12-Item Version (IUS-12) is a self-report measure that assesses the degree to which individuals find uncertainty to be distressing, frustrating, and undesirable (Carleton, Norton, & Asmundson, 2007; Freeston, Rhéaume, Letarte, Dugas, & Ladouceur, 1994) . The 12-item version demonstrates better psychometric properties than the original 27-item scale (Freeston et al., 1994) . Intolerance of uncertainty has been associated with a number of anxiety disorders (Carleton, 2012 ). Cronbach's alpha for intolerance of uncertainty in the present sample was 0.88.
Data analysis
First, we examined whether each task functioned as expected. For the NPU task, we conducted a 3 (Condition: N, P, U) Â 2 (Cue: ISI, countdown) repeated measures ANOVA on startle amplitude as well as nervousness/anxiety ratings. For the ANT-R, we conducted separate repeated measures ANOVAs comparing the four pairs of conditions from which scores are derived (i.e., alerting cue vs. no cue; valid cue vs. alerting cue; invalid cue vs. alerting cue; incongruent flankers vs. congruent flankers).
Second, we examined relationships among components of attention and defensive responding by computing correlations of neutral startle, startle potentiation to predictable threat, and startle potentiation during unpredictable threat with alerting, engaging, disengaging, and executive control of attention.
Third, we computed correlations of attention and startle potentiation with self-reported state and trait anxiety and intolerance of uncertainty. We also conducted analyses of indirect effects in 5000 bootstrap samples to test whether fear or anxiety potentiation mediated effects of attention on these self-report measures. Specific paths tested were based on results of bivariate correlational analyses (i.e., an A to B to C path was tested only if A was correlated with B and B was correlated with C).
Finally, because gender is linked to anxiety (McLean & Anderson, 2009 ), startle response (Kofler, Müller, Reggiani, & Valls-Solé, 2001) , and attention (Stoet, in press), we tested for gender differences in variables of interest. We also examined whether results differed after covarying for gender and whether the pattern of results was similar within each gender.
Results
Descriptive statistics for startle, attention, and questionnaire data are presented in Table 1 . In sum, the threat-of-shock task manipulated startle responding as expected: startle was potentiated during the countdown, but not during the ISI during the P condition (when the countdown reliably signaled shock); whereas startle was potentiated during both the countdown and the ISI during the U condition (when shocks could be delivered at any time). 
ANT-R
Analyses revealed that participants responded more quickly to targets preceded by double cues than targets without cues, F 
Relationships among attention networks and defensive responding
Relationships among components of attention and threat responding are presented in Table 2 and Fig. 2 . No aspect of attention was related to startle amplitude during the no shock condition (all ps > 0.11). Individuals with poorer executive control showed greater startle potentiation during the predictable threat condition, but not the unpredictable threat condition. In contrast, individuals with better alerting and poorer disengaging ability showed greater startle potentiation during the unpredictable, but not predictable, threat condition. Neither fear nor anxiety potentiation were related to attentional engaging.
Relationships with self-reported anxiety and intolerance of uncertainty
Individuals reporting higher trait anxiety demonstrated greater startle potentiation during both predictable and unpredictable threat ( Table 2 ). Higher intolerance of uncertainty was associated with startle potentiation during unpredictable, but not predictable, threat. State anxiety was not related to startle potentiation.
Components of attention were not directly related to self-report questionnaires (all ps > 0.10). However, analyses revealed several indirect effects of attention scores on trait anxiety. These included an indirect effect of executive control on trait anxiety via pre- 
Gender differences
Compared to male participants, female participants demonstrated faster engaging, t(79) = 3.26, p < 0.01, and reported higher levels of trait anxiety, t(78) = 2.65, p < 0.01. Female participants trended towards greater startle potentiation to unpredictable threat, t(79) = 1.80, p < 0.10. Nonetheless, relationships among components of attention and startle potentiation were similar within each gender (Supplementary Table 1 ). Specifically, correlations remained significant or trend-significant, with the single exception of the correlation between disengaging and potentiation to unpredictable threat in the underpowered male subgroup (n = 20). The magnitude of this correlation (r = À0.27) was nonetheless identical to that observed in the female subgroup and similar to that observed in the combined sample. Results were also unchanged when gender, years of education, or age were included as covariates.
Discussion
Humans are continuously confronted by an array of external and internal stimuli, which are triaged for access to processing streams by a set of brain networks labeled ''attention." The present study investigated how the functioning of these attention networks is related to individual differences in physiological responding to predictable and unpredictable threat. We found that efficiency of the relatively automatic processes of alerting and orienting was related to responding during unpredictable, contextual threat. Specifically, faster responding to alerting cues and slower disengaging from previously attended stimuli were each associated with startle potentiation during unpredictable but not predictable threat. Conversely, poorer executive control of attention was related to startle potentiation during predictable, imminent threat, but not during unpredictable threat. In support of the clinical relevance of these findings, we found that broad trait anxiety was related to responding to both predictable and unpredictable threat, whereas IU (a somewhat more specific construct) was related only to responding to unpredictable threat. We also observed small but significant indirect effects of attention variables on trait anxiety, statistically mediated by either unpredictable threat responding (alerting and disengaging) or predictable threat responding (executive control of attention).
Supporting and refining theories of attention and anxiety
Our findings are broadly consistent with extant theories of anxiety and non-emotional attention (Bishop, 2009; Eysenck & Derakshan, 2011; Sylvester et al., 2012) . First, each of these theories predicts an inverse relationship between executive control of attention and trait anxiety; we found that attentional control was inversely correlated with responding to predictable threat. Second, our finding that poor disengaging was associated with unpredictable threat responding is consistent with Eysenck and Derakshan's (2011) prediction that trait anxiety is related to difficulty shifting attention. Third, the positive association between alerting and unpredictable threat responding is in line with Sylvester et al. (2012) model, which posits that anxiety is associated with enhanced stimulus-driven attention due to increased functioning of the ventral attention network. Although it should be noted that there are important differences among the three models, the present study was not designed to test these theories against one another.
Each of these theories treats ''anxiety" as a single, monothetic construct with static or uniform relations to various aspects of attention. In contrast, we examined relationships of attentional abilities with two separable psychophysiological processes thought to underlie trait anxiety, based on evidence that important differences exist between defensive responding to predictable versus unpredictable aversive events. This distinction may help explain why prior studies have conflicted regarding whether trait anxiety is related to alerting, orienting, or executive control of attention (e.g., Dennis et al., 2008; Pacheco-Unguetti et al., 2011; Tull et al., 2012) . Specifically, the present results suggest that all three processes are important, but pertain to different aspects of defensive responding. Because prior studies have relied on selfreport measures of broad trait anxiety or negative affect, they have been unable to differentiate these aspects of defensive responding and detect the more fine-grained relationships apparent in the present results. Consistent with these fine-grained relationships, we observed that indirect relationships of several aspects of attention with broad trait anxiety were statistically mediated by different types of threat responding.
Finally, the relationship between faster alerting and sensitivity to unpredictable threat complements a behavioral genetics literature suggesting that some individuals possess a general sensitivity to environmental cues that has both adaptive (e.g., facilitated alerting) and maladaptive (e.g., heightened anxiety) consequences. For instance, Homberg and Lesch (2011) argued that the short allele of the serotonin transporter-linked polymorphic region (5HTTLPR) contributes to a phenotype characterized by heightened sensitivity to environmental cues, resulting in both enhanced attentional vigilance and vulnerability to anxiety. Similarly, the ''warrior/worrier" hypothesis (Stein, Newman, Savitz, & Ramesar, 2006) posits that catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) val158met methionine carriers demonstrate superior attention and memory as well as greater risk for anxiety disorders. The present findings provide further evidence for a phenotype characterized by both heightened anxiety and superior attentional vigilance.
Implications for understanding biased attention to threat
Together with previous studies of the ANT in anxiety, the present results suggest that anxious individuals may show biased attention to threat not only because threat cues are more salient for them, but also because these individuals detect all salient cues more quickly, and disengage from them more slowly, regardless of their emotional content. The results also complement findings that self-reported attentional control moderates the relationship between anxiety and biased attention to threat (Bardeen & Orcutt, 2011; Derryberry & Reed, 2002) .
There is an ongoing debate whether attentional bias in anxiety reflects faster engaging with threat or slower disengaging from threat among anxious individuals (e.g., Armstrong & Olatunji, 2012; Yiend, 2010) . However, although some dot probe tasks can distinguish effects due to engaging versus disengaging (both aspects of spatial orienting), they generally do not assess effects due to temporal alerting, and this component of attention has rarely been considered in the biased attention literature. The present results support impaired disengaging from salient stimuli among individuals who are more sensitive to potential threat. Results do not indicate facilitated spatial engaging with stimuli, but do support more efficient temporal alerting to salient cues in threat-sensitive individuals. It is possible that apparent findings of facilitated engaging in some dot probe studies may actually reflect facilitated alerting. This possibility may be directly investigated using modifications of traditional dot probe tasks (e.g., Osborne et al., 2013) .
Cognitive and neural mechanisms for attention-anxiety relationships
The present pattern of results may reflect the differing cognitive demands of responding to unpredictable, contextual versus predictable, cued threat. Unpredictably threatening contexts require sustained vigilance and the ability to quickly detect and evaluate threat when it unexpectedly appears. Consistent with this, participants with greater trait vigilance for non-emotional stimuli (i.e., faster alerting; longer dwelling on attended stimuli) also showed more reactivity to unpredictable threat. These findings may also reflect greater connectivity of alerting and orienting networks with lateral CeA and BNST than with medial CeA, possibly mediated by the noradrenergic system (Cecchi et al., 2002; Stamatakis et al., 2014) or by structures such as IFG (Cha et al., 2016) or vmPFC (Motzkin et al., 2015) .
In contrast, temporally predictable threat does not demand tonic attentional vigilance, but does facilitate effortful preparatory strategies. That is, cues signaling that danger is imminent give individuals greater opportunity to prepare for danger (e.g., by engaging in distraction or emotion regulation; D' Amato & Safarjan, 1979; Imada & Nageishi, 1982; Perkins, 1968; Sheppes et al., 2015) . The relationship observed between executive control of attention and predictable threat responding may therefore indicate that individuals with greater capacity for executive control were better able to down-regulate emotional responding (e.g., through effortful attentional redeployment; Gross & Jazaieri, 2014) , but only when the predictability of threat stimuli afforded sufficient opportunity to do so.
This hypothesis merits examination in a study including direct measures of emotion regulatory ability, which the present study lacked. Nonetheless, attentional control and emotion regulatory abilities are closely related (Posner & Rothbart, 2013; Zelazo & Cunningham, 2007) and share underlying brain networks (in particular, the ACC and dlPFC; Beauregard et al., 2001; Bush et al., 2000; Ochsner et al., 2002) . These regions both show structural (Eden et al., 2015; Johansen-Berg et al., 2008) and functional (Quaedflieg et al., 2015) connectivity with the amygdala. The specificity of the present findings to predictable threat responding may suggest stronger connectivity of ACC and dlPFC with medial CeA than with lateral CeA and BNST. More fine-grained investigation of connectivity among ACC, dlPFC, and limbic system structures, perhaps using animal models or high-resolution fMRI, would provide evidence for or against this hypothesis, and would further elucidate the complex set of neural network interactions underlying emotion experience and regulation.
The present study's correlational design cannot establish the direction of relationships between attention and defensive responding, and effects may operate in either, or both, directions. Of note, functional connectivity among attention networks and the extended amygdala does not imply unidirectional top-down cortical control of fear and anxiety. Indeed, afferent fibers originating in the amygdala and BNST project to ACC and dlPFC (Bracht et al., 2009) , locus coeruleus (Dong & Swanson, 2003) , and other brainstem neurotransmitter hubs (Bechara, 2005) . Thus, extended amygdala activation may directly influence activity of executive control networks, and may indirectly affect cortical regions important for alerting and orienting by modulating noradrenergic tone and other neurotransmitter systems (Bechara, 2005) . Likewise, some studies suggest that induced anxiety or worry reduces capacity for executive control of attention (Garner et al., 2012; Philippot & Brutoux, 2008 ; but see Finucane & Power, 2010) . More studies that experimentally manipulate either state anxiety or attention (via training or by manipulating cognitive load) are needed to clarify the causal relationships among these constructs.
Clinical implications
There has been growing interest in attention bias modification treatments for mood and anxiety disorders (see review by MacLeod & Mathews, 2012 , and meta-analysis by Hallion & Ruscio, 2011) , which target relatively automatic processes such as orienting to threat. A smaller literature has instead focused on training effortful cognitive abilities such as cognitive flexibility (Brockmeyer et al., 2014; Elgamal, McKinnon, Ramakrishnan, Joffe, & MacQueen, 2007; Meusel, Hall, Fougere, McKinnon, & MacQueen, 2013; Porter, Bowie, Jordan, & Malhi, 2013) . However, these literatures have so far remained independent. Given the present and previous findings that aspects of threat sensitivity are related to both effortful and automatic attentional processes (e.g., Bishop, 2009; Bishop, Duncan, & Lawrence, 2004) , treatments that include training of both types of processes may have synergistic effects and prove more efficacious than interventions focused on either process alone.
Limitations & strengths
Several limitations should be considered in interpreting the present results. First, our sample consisted of unselected undergraduates. This sample did yield a sufficient range of individual differences in threat responding and self-reported anxiety to detect significant intercorrelations. Nonetheless, replication in clinical samples is needed to examine whether our findings hold among individuals with higher levels of threat sensitivity. Second, we employed a correlational design and therefore could not establish how components of attention and threat responding are causally related. The present findings may be useful in guiding the design of future experimental studies. Third, our sample was underpowered for analysis of indirect effects (Fritz & MacKinnon, 2007) or to detect significant differences among correlations. Results of both correlational and path analyses require replication in larger samples. The study also had several strengths, including examination of well-validated subcomponents of both threat responding and attention and use of psychophysiological (rather than exclusively self-reported) indicators of threat responding.
Conclusions
The present study demonstrated a double dissociation among components of attention and sensitivity to threat. Specifically, better alerting and poorer attentional disengaging were related to responding to unpredictable threat (often labeled ''anxiety"), whereas poorer executive control of attention was related to responding to predictable threat (often labeled ''fear"). The findings help to integrate models of attention and anxiety, and may be useful in guiding basic and applied research on cognition in anxiety disorders.
